 Success Circle of 12 for Lazy People 
Profitable Partnerships
Version 2.7101  NEW MASTER Tracking 

Original eam Progress Tracking

Step 1: Forming (Stage 1)
“Together we can accomplish far more than we ever could on our own.”
There are many ways to form a group. Individuals can know each other really well or
can be total strangers. Groups can form around specific goals, interests, passions,
causes, companies, projects, organizations or really anything. Individuals can be
working together for overall benefit, mutual benefit, individual benefit or all three or
something entirely different.
Often a founder of the Success Circle of 12 (SC12) and a group leader will come
together and decide to start a group. The group leader will often then find two or more
other people and share / cast the vision. Often the Leader and two other individuals will
each then “recruit” / invite three each to join the group . . . and then there was 12. :)

The 12 individuals forming this group are . . .
__________Mark ________________  Founder
1. __________Jill__________________  Group Leader
2. ______Ed Noel__________________
3. ______Jason Fischer_____________
4. ______Jason Miller_______________
5. ______Katrina Boersma___________
6. ______Matt Maple________________
7. ______Patrick Reed_______________
8. ______Rosanna Boersma__________
9. ______Alan Stein_________________
10. ______Paul Haymen_______________
11. ______Toni Bray__________________
12. _______________________________

NOTE: The founder is kind of like an amazing grandfather. There to provide input,
insight and encouragement when needed but mostly out of the way enjoying the
success they see.

* * * Assign Roles
Build the Success Circle of 12 Team. In Stage 1: Forming, each of the four different
frequencies can “sell” someone on being part of the team. Those who are the most
skilled can use all four frequencies to do this.
Remember . . . in the future we should not have to be assigned a task to do. We need
to SEE and THINK which then gives us the ability to DO without being told precisely
what to do. :)

Each member receives a role . . .
1. _______Jill Sauder_______
2. _______________________
3. ______Patrick Reed______
4. _______________________
5. ______Jason Fischer_____
6. _______________________
7. _______________________
8. _______________________
9. _______________________
10. _______________________
11. _______________________
12. _______________________

Role #1  Leader
Role #2  Director Of Communication
Role #3  DNA for PEOPLE
Role #4  DNA for BUSINESS
Role #5  DNA for LIFE
Role #6  Area 1: Marketing
Role #7  Area 2: PreSales
Role #8  Area 3: The Sale
Role #9  Area 4: Servicing
Role #10  Area 5: Client For Life
Role #11  GT’ing IT
Role #12  Director Of Partnerships
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Step 1b: Consistent & Committed (C&C)
To accomplish ANYTHING individual and/or together as a group we need to have some
level of consistency and commitment. The more consistency and commitment each
member of the group has, the greater success the group as a whole will have and the
greater benefit each member will see. Remember, a chain is only as strong as it’s
weakest link . . . a group is only as strong as it’s weakest member.
[ ]  Every member has read the white paper “Consistent & Committed.”
> http://dnaforlifelaws.com/coolfreestuff/committed
[ ]  Work with each member to commit and understand what commitment means.
. . . We commit to ____ minutes a week for ____ months. Minimum commitment
recommended time is 30 minute a week and recommended minimum commitment
length is 6 months.
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Step 1c: DRIVE & Discipline 3 (D&D3)
Many people believe they are “Driven” but do not understand the concept of The NEXT
Dimension. Leading / being a core member of a SC12 will help to humble people as to
how hard it is to “starting something from nothing.”
It’s actually really amazing how little drive & discipline people really do have. It’s
amazing how little consistency & commitment people have. Obviously people don’t like
to be told this . . . but it will be quickly revealed. Each of the 12 members have very
specific roles and even one person on the team not doing what their role calls for will
hurt the entire team.
In the book Good To Great by Jim Collins, were there the three disciplines.

> Disciplined PEOPLE
> Disciplined THINKING
> Disciplined DOING
If you have adult children . . . then you will be far better prepared for this endeavor . . .
IF . . . your children are high producing adults. Why? Children learn to be producers
vs. consumers through the hard work the DRIVE & Discipline of their parents.
If you don’t have adult children who produce more than they consume . . . well then . . .
this will give you great practice / experience for learning how to do this. One would
think that adults would be far more Consistent & Committed AND far more Driven &
Disciplined than children or teenagers . . . but that has not be our experience. We’ve
found the opposite to be true for most adults. Most adults, in our experience are far less
C&C and D&D, which will give you as a leader, to no small degree a lot of pain and
heartache.
In our experience adults are just far better at making up excuses . . . other adults won’t
call one another out on this . . . because they don’t want to be called out . . . and we’ve
trained children and teenagers to “be respectful to adults” so children and teenagers
won’t call adults out on their flimsy excuses and being lazy, sloppy, undisciplined and
pathetic.
What can we say . . . “You will either get through this . . . or you won’t. It will be your
choice.” This may be one of the most difficult things you will ever do in your life . . . so
make sure you know your Life Vision and you see that by doing this it will give you
experience that nothing else will give you.

This will be very hard!
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Step 1d: Reason For Group
Determine major area of focus, reason for group. The following example is where there
are four groups with three individuals in each group. A group can have groups or can
be individual based, up to each group.
Even if it’s group based, each individual MUST see the personal benefit of being
involved. If individual based, as a leader, feel free to delete all the examples of groups if
individual based. If group based, then replace example groups, with actual groups and
determine group goals.
[ ]  Group Based // [ ]  Individual Based

Step 1e: Customization
Leader of group, work with Founder of group, to customize this document to provide the
information for the group to give the group the greatest opportunity for success. This
includes rewriting whatever is in this document to best connect with the group and then
assign roles to each member.
[ ]  Document rewritten
There are 12 roles, one role for each member of the group. Each of the 12 roles are
critical to the overall success of the entire group and each member of the group. When
worked properly each member will invest xx number of minutes a week and will receive
12 x’s that back as each member will gain the benefit of the 11 other members plus the
Founder.
[ ]  Roles assigned
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Core Partnership Team (Example . . . )

Legacy Partners  Tanglewood  The Crossing and ActionVision Network
Defined . . .

Profitable  adj. Things that are
profitable make money or are
beneficial
in
other
ways.
Businesses hope to be profitable in
the financial sense, but a profitable
relationship is one that's good for
everyone involved.
Profitable started out as a word to describe anything useful, but it hooked up with finance in the mid1700’s.
Profits are measured in money earned beyond expenses, so profitable businesses or transactions make
money. A busy restaurant, soldout concert, and bestselling book are all profitable. People also use this
word for situations that are good in ways that don’t involve money. If you learned a lot from something, then
it was a profitable experience, even if you didn't make any cash.

Partnerships  noun. Cooperative relationships where they worked as a team to
reach a goal
It’s easy to spot partner hidden inside partnership. That should clue you in to the fact the word is all about
the deal sealed between two or more people, groups, or even countries that agree to throw their lot in
together to achieve something both want. A partnership can be a legal business relationship sealed by a
contract or a casual handshakedriven agreement between friends. A marriage is a partnership. So is a
corporate merger.

Synergy  noun. The working together of two things (muscles or drugs for example) to
produce an effect greater than the sum of their individual effects
The word synergy comes from the Greek sun “together” and ergon “work” (the same root that gives us
ergonomic and energy). When one thing magnifies the effect of another, together they have synergy. If your
company makes some revolutionary kind of yoyo, you may decide to acquire a company that distributes
toys, as you’d expect there would be a natural synergy: each company will benefit from the other’s
strengths, and together they’ll be stronger than either would be by itself.

www.Vocabulary.com/Dictionary
Legacy Partners
Tanglewood
The Crossings
ActionVision

 www.DNAforSuccess.com
 www.TanglewoodConservatories.com
 www.CrossingEducation.com
 www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/oneonone

We believe these four organizations / groups of people and their networks will change
the world of education, business and communities all working together to accomplish far
more together than we ever could on our own.
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This is a living and working document / a plan of sorts to bring massive value to
everyone involved in this profitable partnership. Because of all the moving parts, the
many people involved, and many interests and networks . . . we commit to work
together for our individual and mutual benefit.

1. Key Contact Person for each group
Legacy Partners
Tanglewood
The Crossings
ActionVision

 Jillana Sauder
 Alan Stein
 Al Garcia
 Elise Sims

 7203698191
 410 479 4700
 7085773646
 8153701066

 sjillana@gmail.com
 ALS@tanglewoodconservatories.com
 agarcia@crossingcec.com
 elisesims2@gmail.com
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2. Benefits For Each Group  Example
Legacy Partner Network  www.DNAforSuccess.com
A network of business owners, leaders and top level sales professionals who will benefit
from the talents and efforts from The Crossings students. Partnerships for grants and
other sources to raise money / financial resources to assist in the many enterprises and
causes Legacy Partners is involved with.
Employees, partners and connections for the many partners in the networks. Young
Professionals could start their own EVA (Executive Virtual Assistant) companies which
would bring large great value to others in the network and introductions to businesses
who would value from EVA services.
Tanglewood  www.TanglewoodConservatories.com
Employees, partners and connections into leaders and influential individuals who value
and appreciate the craftsmanship and artistry we create worldwide.
Access to
architects and other connections which would be made through The Crossings and the
networks which the students could connect with using tools such as
www.TheActionCard.org
The Crossing  www.CrossingEducation.com
Networks of many types of business owners and
leaders who are seeking the types of students The
Crossings are producing. Potential funders, public
relations and nationwide / worldwide networks to
plug students into as well as many possible funding
sources.
ActionVision Network  www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/oneonone
Introductions
to
business
owners, leaders and top sales
professionals
who
seek
assistance in gaining freedom
from their businesses through
the architectural design of a BOS
 Business Operating System,
the engine which runs one’s
business. Young Professionals
could
become
certified in
ActionVision coaching and start
up their own coaching practice.
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3. Value Brought By Each Group
Legacy Partners
Networks of many different types of business owners / leaders along with systems,
tools, online training and technology which will assist all partners achieve greater
success in less time with less effort.
Tanglewood
Worldwide brand and amazing team of individuals which inspire individuals to
excellence. Connections to many individuals and networks of influence and affluence.
International speaking teams who bring success to communities.
The Crossing
Amazing students, powerful systems to empowering students / young professionals to
excellence and success. Future owners, leads and top level, highly productive
employees helping businesses achieve greater overall success.
ActionVision
Almost three decades of proven system on helping business owners and leaders to
create success in building a business which will leave a legacy while helping the
business achieve greater financial success / profitability while working less.
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PHASE I  The Plan
4. Proposed Process
We would encourage using a number of tools, systems and resources available through
Legacy Partners to achieve success. These tools, systems and resources have been
developed and perfected over the last thirty years.
Initially they often seem
overwhelming to individuals / groups, be individuals and groups quickly pick up on how
to use them and how they all work
together.
Overall, we will be using a BOS 
Business Operating System which will
assist every group / profitable partner to
achieve their individual goals as a result
of bringing all our combined resources
and talents together.
BOS  Our Business Operating System is the engine which runs our business /
Profitable Partnerships. We earn / raise the money we earn / raise, work the hours we
work have the stress / life balance we do or do not have due to our engine, our BOS.
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4a. Three Elements To BOS
There are three elements to every BOS. DNA for PEOPLE or Personality Masteries is
a system for quickly understanding people, their personalities, their motivations,
interests and how they function and why they function the way they do.
The second element is the DNA for BUSINESS or The 5/30 Grid. With The 5/30 Grid
we have the plan, the map the system by which to generate sales / contributions and
raise up people. If we want more money and/or more people The 5/30 Grid is the
system to assist us achieve any goal we set out to achieve.
The third element is the DNA for LIFE or Natural Laws. There are over 500 Natural
Laws which have been discovered over the last three decades. As we learn to apply
the right Natural Law in the right way, at the right time, in the right order we learn how to
create success in a systematic fashion . . . in every area of our life and the lives of
others around us.
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4b. Tuckman's Stages of Group Development
We understand that The Crossing,
uses the five stages in group
development. This is exciting as the
the three DNA’s will assist us get to
Stage 4: Performing in record time.

Stage 1: Forming
We would recommend what is called
the Success Circle of 12 for the
forming stage. Al Garcia shared something very profound “When you add someone or
take someone away from the team you start over again, at the forming stage. This
costs teams / groups a great deal of time and money and pushes success out into the
future.
> Succcess Cirlce of 12 White Paper  www.DNAforLifeLaws.com/coolfreestuff/success
The following is a good video to review to get a better perspective of Tuckman’s stages.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRFWPCYsgfA&index=4&list=PLbu6naAjG_K93h0wjyn1b1EHQl1Q2pH_y

The Success Circle of 12 or SC12 is a group of core members, 12 individuals who
commit to invest a minimum of 30 minutes a week for 12 months to a phone call to
move this profitable partnership along. Each of the four core groups would each have
three individuals they select to be a part of the core group. The 30 minutes a week
mastermind call would be held over the phone / conference call and webinar to view the
screen and would be recorded. If one of the 12 is not able to attend they commit to
listen to the recording and then communicate to all other members, 1. What did I learn,
2. What action will I take from what I learn, and 3. What did I learn next.
Each of the 12 members are encouraged to start their
own sub group level of 12 individuals as they are able
and confident to do so. The group uses the Integrity
Leadership seven week course through Life Masteries
Institute as a foundation for the culture and values for
the group and any sub groups involved.
> www.DNAforSuccess.com/Solutions/IntegrityLeadership
NOTE: If a participant is not in a position to invest financially into any of the
recommended courses for participation there are Pay It Forward scholarships can be
requested and work which can be done to “earn a course” through members in the
Legacy Partners Network.
www.DNAforSuccess.com © 888.230.2300
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Individuals
participating
are
encouraged to involve key leaders
in the respective communities
through Community Empowerment
Teams (CET’s).
CET’s are
powerful tools for all types of
professionals and especially Young
Professionals.
CET’s is an amazing system to
quickly set up networks to
accomplish economic goals within
the community.
CET’s are made available through
Coffee Connections which is
another powerful program through
Legacy Partners.
For business owners / leaders one
of the most important skills is
learning how to network and build
a network of others within and
throughout communities. Based
on research, the average person
on the street knows 250 people. The average business owner will know over 5,500
people. If a business owner wants to double their sales / profits, one of the most
effective way to do this is to increase the size of our network and/or change the makeup
of our network.
The young professionals have a huge advantage over more established business
owners and leaders. Young Professionals are teenagers who have an amazing story to
tell and the willingness of probably every entrepreneur's willingness to help other young
entrepreneurs to get started. A Young Professional can quickly build a core network of
12 business owners and leaders in both business and community based organization.
The Legacy Partner Network and Coffee Connections provides tools, systems,
resources and even workbooks which will help business owners and leaders see
greater success. What is shared in these workbooks is not available through any other
source other than Coffee Connections and The Legacy Partner network so the Young
Professionals will have a USP  Unique Selling Proposition which will set them apart.
www.DNAforSuccess.com © 888.230.2300
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www.MyCoffeeConnection.org/share

Stage 2: Storming
This is often the stage that can be most
dangerous to a group as they storm
toward the goal.
Personalities and different agendas,
goals and just the fact of human beings
being human beings make this stage
something which often will cause a
group to die. Other times people of similar personality types for form and never realize
that they are storming a goal with all similar talents, gifts and perspective. If everyone in
the group is a similar personality type it will be far easier to get along and things will
move a lot faster . . . but it almost never works.
This is where the DNA for PEOPLE, Personality Masteries, comes into play.
Tom Kunz, past President of CENTURY 21, the
largest real estate franchise in the world with over
140,000 agents in over 70 different countries shares
. . . “I’ve been through almost every personality

assessment under the sun and I have never
experienced anything like Personality Masteries.
I wish I would had this years ago as it quickly explains why people succeed and
why they fail, why teams get struck and how to quickly get unstuck. Anyone who
says ‘‘I’ve experienced something like Personality Masteries’ does not know what
they are talking about. There is NOTHING like it in the world! It is the easiest
system to pick up, where a young child can learn it in minutes and those who
have their PhD’s in psychology have shared ‘I’ve learned more in the 12 hours
online course about people than I did in my whole PhD program.’ It’s not only
easy to pick up but also the deepest most comprehensive assessment program
with unlimited learning! Every day I’m learning something new as a result of
Personality Masteries.”
When we combine The Frequency Principle, from the DNA for LIFE and Personality
Masteries we learn how there are four major frequencies and 65,536 different frequency
types. When we start out in Stage 1, Forming with the understanding of frequencies we
are able to take our 12 individuals and review their frequencies to insure that we have
the proper mix of frequencies to achieve our goal.
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Have a little fun with frequencies and ask those around us, if they were in a group which
type of group would they tend to be attracted to, first, second, third and then fourth and
write the answers in the grey box.
We need all four
of the frequencies
to see success
within any group.
Most individuals
will have a primary
frequency
and
then a secondary
frequency.
Some people will
have
all
four
personality types
which we call
chameleon
personality type. Chameleon personalities are kind of like XMen and could be called
mutants, those maybe with “Special Powers” or those individuals who often do not fit
into the “norms” which are often do best in traditional educational systems and often
struggle not only in school but also in “normal jobs.” More on this will be shared later.
In Stage 1: Forming, often the Level 3 Frequency, the Expressive /
The Coach will do the best in getting a whole group of people to
come together. This frequency / personality type will tend to be very
outgoing, have lots of friends, will go up to strangers and is just
overall outgoing in connecting with people. They have a lot of fun
and people love to be around them. These are amazing individuals in bring people
together.
In Stage 2: Storming, often the Level 4 Frequency, the Driver / The
Navy Seal is best naturally to lead this effort. They can see the big
picture usually faster than anyone else and quickly process where all
the people can best fit. They move very quickly and aren’t concerned
about fun like the Level 3 Frequency and aren’t concerned about
people’s feelings like the Level 1 Frequency and aren’t concerned about all the details
being missing like the Level 2 Frequency. This of this stage maybe like giving birth. It’s
just painful and learning how to breath and allow the process / the frequency which is
best to use their magic will help us to get through it in the best and fastest way.
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In Stage 3: Norming, often the Level 2 Frequency, the Analytic / The
Teacher tends to be the best naturally for this stage. Great skills for
once the team is together and moving in the right direction in putting the
required structure in place to make sure that we are positioned for Stage
4: Performing.
Tensions will continue on in this stage often as the Level 3 Frequency, the Expressive
will get bored and want to bring in more people which then sends everything into kious
and we start the whole process over again. The Expressive Frequency kind of likes this
Stage / energy as things are kind of crazy and exciting but so very hard to move forward
with change always happening.
There is tension also coming from the Level 4 Frequency, the Driver as they hate to
slow things down and will want to push thing forward without the full structure needed
which can blow up the group in the future. The Driver Frequency will often either push
too hard and blow things up or leave the group because the group stops listening to this
frequency because it often doesn’t seem nice as they are very direct . . . often in
defensive of the Driver Frequency :), because the Expressive, Level 3 doesn’t listen
and follow direction all that well, the Level 2: Analytic gets so stuck in the details they
forget the big picture and the Level 1: Amiable is so easy going and doesn’t want any
conflict that the Driver / Level 4 Frequency, feels they need to blow things up to get
things going.
The Driver / Level 4 Frequency will tend to see / sense “Control Issues” more than any
other frequency so LISTEN TO THEM! They have a sixth sense and can tell when none
of the other frequencies can sense that something is going to not work or blow up prior
to everyone else. They often blow things up in the present to help prevent something
much larger from blowing up in the future.
It’s good to give the Level 3: Expressive Frequency something exciting to do to keep
them busy, productive and expanding so they do not distract others in the team.
It’s good to give the Level 4: Driver Frequency something BIG to do that no one else
can do so they don’t blow up what is being developed by the other two frequencies.
In Stage 4: Performing, often the Level 1 Frequency, the Amiable / The
Cheerleader is the best for this role. This frequency loves to encourage
people along and if the team is in place and everyone knows their roles,
everyone knows what is needed, then cheerleading is often the best thing
to be done.
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In Stage 5: Adjourning, it’s all frequency levels coming together and looking to the next
season in life / group.
The course that Tom Kunz was talking about is Personality
Masteries Level 1 Certification course which is a 12 hour online
course through Life Masteries Institute.
NOTE: If a participant is not in a position to invest financially into
any of the recommended courses for participation there are Pay It
Forward scholarships can be requested and work which can be
done to “earn a course” through members in the Legacy Partners Network.
> Personality Masteries  Level 1 Certification www.PersonalityMasteries.com/lvl1cert
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Stage 3: Norming
This is where Legacy Partners Networks and the BOS  Business Operating System
really kicks in. Each of the three DNA’s norms people  business and life which
empowers the team to norm things far faster.
The DNA for BUSINESS, The 5/30 Grid
norms the entire business side.
The first time Tom Kunz saw The 5/30
Grid grid he said “Wow, I’ve seen the
Holy Grail of business! This will work for
a child running a lemonade stand and
will run a multibillion dollar worldwide
business.
As with everything else in BOS, The 5/30
Grid is pretty easy, from a surface
perspective. There are 5 areas in every
business. The 5/30 Grid is like a pipeline
with five pipes. A business is only as
strong as it’s smallest pipe.
If a business had four out of the five pipes
to where they could do ten million in
business but one of the pipes was at
seven million the business would only do
seven million.

There are six levels of proficiency in each
of the five areas. The higher the level the
more advanced the learning and the systems are. Levels 1 and 2 are designed to “put
the car in gear.” Levels 3 and 4 our more analytic in nature to determine what is the
best way to do a process and Level 5 and 6 are designed to maximize productivity and
profitability.
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A business doesn’t need to have all six levels. The first six
boxes, referred to as The Golden Triangle are designed to
help a business get a quick start. The faster the business
can get to where it’s generating cash flow the less the risk
the business, with a
great idea, will die
as a result of not
having the money
required to achieve
success.
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There are many online courses available through Life Masteries Institute as it relates to
The 5/30 Grid and DNA for PEOPLE and DNA for LIFE. Once someone learns how to
normalize all these roles and functions in a business then normalisation takes a lot less
time which then empowers us to move to Stage 4 faster. The faster a business is able
to move to Stage 4: Performing that more profitable a business will be.
NOTE: If a participant is not in a position to invest financially into any of the
recommended courses for participation there are Pay It Forward scholarships can be
requested and work which can be done to “earn a course” through members in the
Legacy Partners Network.
> BOS Courses  www.DNAforSuccess.com/Solutions
There are no standards in business colleges so everyone has a little different way to do
everything.
The 5/30 Grid standardizes everything which then equips the Young
Professionals to not only start their own businesses but they could, if they wanted to,
specialize in specific areas and become an EVA’s (Executive Virtual Assistants) and
start their own EVA company.
EVA’s are trained and certified to work in any business, at any level, anywhere in the
world. EVA’s own their own companies but work together on clients / projects.
www.DNAforSuccess.com/Implementation/evas
Becoming an EVA can then lead them to where they could become certified in
ActionVision coaching and work with businesses all around the world. Once someone
has on BOS set up they can run many businesses from the same BOS.
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Stage 4: Performing
We now have the team, the people and
the system and now we want to
maximize productivity and profitability.
In this stage is where the DNA for LIFE
the Natural Laws will really come into
play. In The NEXT Dimension Principle
we learn, in business the first
dimension, in revenue is, let’s say up to $10,000 in sales, then the next dimension is
$25,000, then $50,000, then $100,000, $250,000, $500,000, $1,000,000, $2,500,000, 5
million then 10, 25 . . . etc.
There is a huge science to jumping to The NEXT Dimension, when to do that, how to do
that and the most effective way to do it to protect the business from failing. With each
new dimensional jump, there are a new set of Natural Laws in that next dimension
which were not present in the last dimension.

Stage 5: Adjourning
The most knowledgeable business
owners will often know that they will
earn far more money with a Profitable
Partner than an employee.
Legacy Partners Network assists
business
owners
to
see
that
“Adjourning” is really just like a season
in life where a child goes from being dependant on the parent / employer to where they
are living independently / owning their own company.
Within Legacy Partners we learn the value of Client / Relationships for life. Each
season is a powerful season and one that brings joy and a new set of challenges which
is what seems to make life so very exciting.
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5. Specific Goals for Each Profitable Partner
* * * Assignment 1  Develop Driving Force
Step 1, for the 4 Steps To Great Leadership is developing a “Driving Force” or a “Future
Picture.” A “Driving Force” should measurable with a time frame.

Legacy Partners  $8,000 / month
Generate $8,000 a month in contributions to support single moms, kids at risk, veterans
and other “at risk” groups to assist them in starting their own companies and become
self sufficient and helping others to do the same.
1/8/2017

Tanglewood  $1M new orders in next 12 mos
Close $1M in new incremental projects as a direct result of partnership activities.
Allocate 3% to Kids at Risk programs.
192017

The Crossing
Generate 50K in donations by June 1st, 2017. Have 100 in attendance at fundraising
banquet on March 24th and raise 20K at the banquet.

ActionVision  4 sales / month
Close four ActionVision clients a month. Assist business owners, leaders and top sales
professionals to build a BOS  Business Operating System, an engine which will help
business owners to discover their Life Vision and then live it each and every day as a
result of the BOS we engineer for them.
1/8/2017
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6. The Action Card  www.TheActionCard.org
Every goal, regardless of community or business probably comes down to either
attracting more people or generating more dollars. The entire BOS is designed to have
a system for doing this in the effective manner.
Imagine . . . having a system which was so powerful that teenagers could implement it
effectively, with minimal training, resources or time. www.TheActionCard.org The
Action Card is based on the foundation of all natural laws, The 3 Steps To Anything.

Step 1: Examination
Step 2: Solutions
Step 3: Implementation
If one is not sure about which natural law to apply, apply the 3 Steps To Anything and
one will have the ability to move toward a solution on any challenge / problem anyone is
facing. There are many types of Action Cards and an unlimited number which could be
customized for any industry and/or any type of us.

The power of the Business Action Card is that once the data is gathered then practically
any type of business could benefit from the data from the card. Think about it . . . every
product or service is addressing a challenge / problem or a need (love help on). When
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we identify their personality (DNA for PEOPLE) we now know their motivation and
literally how they think.
The science behind The Action Card comes from over 30 years of testing, refining and
perfecting a formula to have seven questions answered and based on those seven
questions one can change that person’s life forever.
With the proper training and mentoring of Young Professionals (YP), they could gather
up data from businesses all around the world. They could gather up this data via phone
calls, internet, email marketing, social media, live and inperson, a mobile app or any
other way to connect with people.
Once the YP has
gathered up the data
they could then work
with
established
business
owners,
leaders and key team
members to learn what
to do with the data
once
gathered.
Businesses and even
community
based
organization will benefit from this data when properly understood how to use the data
for the benefit of first and foremost the person / business the data was gathered on.
The YP could gather this data based on research they were doing for a class project or
from a YP research company they were starting for for an internship where they were
looking to start their own company. Anyway you look at it, the YP will probably have an
easier time gathering the data than a business, organization or adult would because
most everyone will help a student who is seeking to be industrious / starting their own
company.
Businesses / organization could pay for the data or could do a profitable partnership and
pay a percentage based on sales / contributions. Once The Action Card is completed
the next step is what’s called a 30 minute Strategy Session. The YP can learn how to
do the 30 minute Strategy Session (30 MSS) which then brings even more value to the
company they are connecting the individual with.
Online Certification Course  www.TheActionCard.org/library/30min
Think about this . . . the YP is gaining invaluable experience in marketing, presales and
even sales which could be used for any type of product / service in any industry
anywhere in the world. In addition to the valuable experience the YP is gaining they are
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building their network at the same time and bringing value to any business / group of
businesses / organizations they serve.
The above information is the starting point for a discussion on how to create a mutually
beneficial profitable partnership not only for the four groups involved but also for all
those in each of our networks as well.
For additional information, clarification and/or ideas on how we can better better partner
together please call the individual who provided this document to you or call
888.230.2300 or outside the US 630.393.9909.

Some Valuable Websites . . .
www.DNAforSuccess.com
www.DNAforPEOPLE.com
www.DNAforBUSINESS.com (Site being totally reworked)
www.DNAforLIFELaws.com
www.TheActionCard.org
www.MyCoffeeConnection.org
www.MastermindSeminars.org
www.TheMVPnetwork.org
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PHASE II  Taking Action
SEE  THINK  DO
As a farmer MUST learn how to SEE  THINK and DO so must a partnership, an
entrepreneur. As you read through this document . . . think back and did you find
yourself like a race horse, in the starting blocks just waiting to be released or were you
more like and teacher wanting to understand what was being shared or a student
wanting to learn.
Our educational system seems to produce teachers or students but not a lot of race
horses. A race horse would have jumped in and filled out the goals on page 15 for one
of the four partners OR would have figured out how to be a part of one of the four
current partners OR would have figured out how to become a fifth partner OR would
have figured out how to form a new partnership.

Easiest
Harder
Even Harder
Hardest

 Fill out goals as one of four partners
 Figured out how to be a part of one of the four current partners
 Figured out how to become a fifth partner
 Figured out how to form a new partnership.

This is the application of the third DNA within The 5/30 Grid, the DNA for LIFE, the
Natural Law of Claim Unclaimed Territory.
Module 3  Lesson 1 > www.DNAforLIFELaws.com/careersuccess
Now . . . did you go in and view this Natural Law? Many if not most will not in spite of
an individual missing a huge opportunity. If you were already aware of this Natural Law
but didn’t apply it, then something’s missing? You have “Head” knowledge of a Natural
Law but somehow it didn’t move from your Head (H2) to your Heart (H3), to your your
Hands (H4). Why not? Hmmm, guessing that somehow we do not understand the 5
H’s to Success, another Natural Law.
Module 2  Lesson 3 > www.DNAforLIFELaws.com/careersuccess
Now we’ve got two Natural Laws, out over over 500 that we’re somehow missing. How
do we handle this then? Have we Discovered Our Own Life Vision?
www.DNAforLIFELaws.com/LifeVision
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Hmmmm, SEE, if we haven’t discovered our Life Vision which is in the center of our
Passions, we don’t really have HOPE (H1) for something that is far larger than we are.
We are probably very self centered / selfish.
Soooo . . . when we read the above what are we thinking and feeling?
If we’re in a position where we “receive” this with an open Heart (H3) then we have
moved to a dimension of understanding about ourselves which, it seems, very few
people have . . . the concept of Selfless Selfishness. Talk with your ActionVision coach
about this concept and they can assist you move to this dimension very quickly.
If we found ourselves getting defensive then we haven’t realized the Grandpa Boersma,
some % of Truth, Natural Law. Understanding this Natural Law helps us to learn to
become better students quickly. Hmmm, reading the white paper on “How to be the
best student in the world . . . in everything.” would be a good next step.
White Paper Library > www.DNAforLIFELaws.com/coolfreestuff
NOW . . . if we don’t get the core fixed, individuals not Claiming Unclaimed Territory,
that’s going to be an issue as we go forward in the profitable partnership. Make sense?
The world we are looking to create is where everyone of us could create a document
like this from scratch and then drive this through to completion.
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* * * Assignment 2  Stage 2: Storming
The faster we can get through this stage the better. Often three of the four frequencies /
personalities are fearful of losing someone. Don’t worry about that! The faster we can
move someone to commitment / success or out of the team, the better.
Al revealed deep understanding of this when he said “If you add someone or lose
someone, you start over again.” Ok . . . we don’t want to start over. Get the strongest
people as the core of your team. If you’re not familiar with Gideon from the Bible and
that amazing real story about the four stages, it’s a must know. Ask your ActionVision
certified mentor and they can help you understand the deep truths that very few pastors
even see about this story. :)
LIke with Gideon you could choose 10 or 20 or more to fill your four slots. This is a
chance of a lifetime, do you and others around you know / realize it? It will change the
lives of those who join!
Those who join will get far more back than what they put in. Like Gideon start large,
break the group down, into smaller and smaller and smaller groups . . . and then once
we get to Stage 4: Performing we can bring people back on. When we’re in that phase,
everyone will want join us. :)
Get this plan you to as many people as you can think of and then see who are the four
who move fastest in reading this document and do the best at Managing Up/Out. You
also want them to read The Success Circle of 12 White Paper and manage Up/Out to
you as well.
www.DNAforLIFELaws.com/coolfreestuff/success
Be careful about selecting the people you “want” on the core team. There are people
we are sure will be committed and successful . . . who won’t be and then there are
those we are sure would fail, but would succeed.
Often the last will be first and the first last. The weak will be strong and the strong made
weak.
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* * * Assignment 3  Stage 3: Norming
This stage is kind of a funny stage for people. It’s like everyone’s got an opinion of how
things should be done. Often the analytic personality will step in and take over this
stage as they often sound the smartest, have the most formal education or are in
positions of teaching. They have read so many books and can quote the great thinkers
and will tend to have the lazy people thinking “Wow, that person is so smart.”
It’s recommended
not to reinvent the
wheel so to speak if
you want to get to
Stage 4: Performing
quickly.
Another
warning
about
people and egos.
All four of the
personalities
can
have an ego. Of . . . believe it or not the Level 4: Frequency, the Driver Personality, will
submit their ego the best. Why? They are the most interested in achieving the goal
and then moving on to accomplish another goal. :)
Often people who come across as being “smart” are not so smart and those who may
not seem smart, may not have the formal education and/or may be very young even are
often the one’s who have the highest social intelligence.
The BOS  Business Operating System has take decades to discover, prefect and fine
tune. Take the decades of experience, the millions of dollars invested into BOS and use
the FedEx principle from Natural Laws.
> www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHpR_KMgUOc
Now if you watch the above video and “don’t get it” then watch it again and again and
again until you do get it. If you continue to watch and and “don’t get it still” it’s probably
because you’ve never invested millions of dollars into anything, but maybe have
consumed millions of dollars so you probably don’t appreciate something others have
done, if we haven’t done it ourselves.
Tom Kunz, shared . . . “I’ve never seen anything like BOS in the entire world!” There is
a very good chance that the “smart” people, who are lazy have no clue as to the
significance of what Tom shared. Why? They’ve never worked years or decades to put
themselves into a position of getting to know someone like Tom, so they don’t value his
wisdom.
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In Stage 3: Norming we need to clearly identify the roles for each of the 12 Success
Circle of 12 individuals. When we say “clearly” we do not mean analytic (Frequency 2)
clearly but more Level 4 Frequency / Driver clearly. The difference is in Frequency 4
perspective we will not lose side of the BIG PICTURE goal.

Role #1  Leader

(

)

Video Training  http://www.synergytools.net/includes/mtr/training/flash.asp?filename=170210_Fri_7_00_LP_SC12.swf
Online Course  www.DNAforSuccess.com/solutions/integrityleadership

This is the person who, in the end has the responsibility to achieve the overall goal and
then assist each team member to know how to connect their own passions, life vision
and goals back into the team's overall goal. This individual must be humble and be
willing to put others above themselves.
This individual can be almost any age above the age of, hmmmm, let’s say 8 years old.
They do not have to have formal education and often best if not formally educated. This
individual as the authority to override decisions made by individuals and/or the group /
team as a whole. Individual must have the courage, when appropriate to go against the
entire team at key times. They will exercise their authority in as limited way as possible
and allow people to make mistake to grow and learn.
This individually ideally has gone through the Integrity Leadership seven week course
and will lead the entire team to go through this course as well. Leader is responsible for
the proper implementation of the BOS  Business Operating System to the successful
accomplishment of the goal.
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

1. Get the group locked in and committed. (Forming)
2. Assist group apply 4 Steps To Great Leadership for this project.
3. Assist each member select a role and understand that role.
4. Assist each member connect overall partnership vision into their own vision.
5. Assist each member to fulfill their role to the overall success of partnership.

Information About Course > www.DNAforSuccess.com/solutions/integrityleadership

Questions and/or Additional Details
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Role #2  Director Of Communication

(

)

Video Training  http://www.synergytools.net/includes/mtr/training/flash.asp?filename=170217_Fri_7_00_LP_SC12.swf
Communications is one of the most important
aspects to the success of a Profitable Partnership.
How do we best communicate, who do we
communicate with, when and how? How do we
insure that everyone is speaking and listening in the
most effective and efficient manner?

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

1. Work with each team member to read/understand Clear Communications.
> http://dnaforlifelaws.com/coolfreestuff/communication
2. Set up all meeting times and Up/Outs and Understand Success Circle of 12.
> http://dnaforlifelaws.com/coolfreestuff/success
3. Assist each member to become self disciplined in reporting and follow through.
4. Determine best method for consistent & committed communications.
5.
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Role #3  DNA for PEOPLE

(

)

Video Training 
Online Course  www.PersonalityMasteries.com/lvl1cert
This individual is responsible for helping to insure that
every team member has discovered their Life Vision
through the Passion Circle and is clear as to how their Life
Vision connects directly into the overall Profitable
Partnership.
This individual also is responsible for getting all the frequencies for each core team
member and helping to insure that each team members properly, as best as is possible
their own strengths and weaknesses and that of others in the group. Every frequency
tends to overvalue our own strengths and undervalue our weaknesses and that of
others as well. The goal is for this person to keep all the people / frequency /
personality issues away from the leader. Work with Role #4 and Role #5 to insure that
all three DNA’s are working together like a fine oiled engine.
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

1. Map out everyone personality in the PM grid.  Make copy of document 
> https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Jq5YKgewzfrYoyxgnCabcx6Ji8vgFH73ca_R_Ivf8Ck/edit
2. Map out individuals on the Frequency Grid as well.
3. Assist individuals understand themselves and others on the team.
4.
5.
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Role #4  DNA for BUSINESS

(

)

Online Course  www.DNAforSuccess.com/solutions/530gridplus
Will oversee the overall coordination of individuals
doing Roles #6 to #11. The 5/30 Grid assists to
insure that any money and/or people goals are met.
This individual would be responsible for BIG Picture
objectives, goals being met. Work with Role #3 and
Role #5 to insure that all three DNA’s are working
together like a fine oiled engine.
❏ 1. Determine specific actions that Roles #5 to #11 need to do to insure that the
overall partnership goals are being met.  Use Pressure Point Analysis 
❏ 2. Assist Roles #5 to #11 to insure that very clear as to their specific actions.
❏ 3. Make sure all the different areas are working well together and running
smoothly to achieve the overall goal / driving force for the partnership.
❏ 4.
❏ 5.
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Role #5  DNA for LIFE (

)

Online Course 
Natural Laws will govern the success of every
partnership. This individual will be responsible for
helping individuals discover and live their life vision
each and every day. . . IF the individual is not already
doing so. One of the most important responsibilities for
the individual fulfilling this role is to help members to
connect their life vision, their passions into the overall
goal, vision for the partnership.
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

1. Assist each member discover their own Life Vision.
> http://dnaforlifelaws.com/lifevision/
2. Assist each member connect their Passions / Life Vision into the partnership.
3. Assist each member be very clear as to their own personal benefit.
4. Develop system to move to Phase 4: Perform ASAP and move performance to
highest level possible.
❏ 5.
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Role #6  Area 1: Marketing

(

)

Online Course  www.DNAforSuccess.com/solutions/530gridplus/#area1

For every sales / financial goal we need to have marketing to generate the possible
targets. This individual would be responsible for leading up the marketing efforts which
from a big picture is pretty easy. Generate the quantity and quality of interested parties.
We need to target a certain sized database and work that database in the most effective
manner to produce the right quality and quantity of leads for Area 2: PreSales.
❏ 1. ________ How many people do we need to target to produce _________
leads a month.
❏ 2. What groups of people do we need to go identify and build databases for?
❏ 3. Box 1: Identify Targets  Who do we need to target and how many?
❏
> May use MailChimp to do the marketing outreach?
❏ 4. Box 2: Develop & Deliver A Message  Delivering the right messages to the
right people, in the right way, right time to produce the raised hands.
❏ 5. Box 6: Group People & Message  What groups of people can combine to
improve our effectiveness and efficiency to produce leads.
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Role #7  Area 2: PreSales

(

)

Online Course  www.DNAforSuccess.com/solutions/530gridplus/#area2

Once we receive the lead from Area 1: Marketing, in this role we need to take that lead
and move it forward. Big picture is helping to educate the lead (give them information
they need to make a great decision) and then build relationship of trust with the
prospect. We want to move as many high quality leads possible, as fast as possible to
Area 3: The Sale.
In the Golden Triangle (GT’ing IT) we learn that Box 3: Track 100% of The Leads, that
Box 3 is the Air Traffic Controller. Each of the different organizations / businesses in the
partnership will have their own Box 3 individual / group. The difference is that when all
these are interconnected together that the beauty and the power of Triangulation Selling
will be maximized once everyone is on the same page, all moving in the same direction.
❏ 1. _______ # of new prospects needed every month to produce ________ high
quality leads for sales to close.
❏ 2. Box 3: Track 100% of Leads  Develop a prospect management system.
❏ 3. Build team to develop leads  Educate (Analytic  Level 2 Frequency) and Build
Relationships (Amiable  Level 1 Frequency)
❏ 4. Box 5: Implement 10+ Strategic Strike  Work with Marketing & Sales to
develop the most amazing system to move leads forward quickly and efficiently
without human effort.
❏ 5.
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Role #8  Area 3: The Sale

(

)

Online Course  www.DNAforSuccess.com/solutions/530gridplus/#area3

In this role, we need to take the leads from Area 2: PreSales and convert them to
closed sales, Area 3: The Sale. In selling we seek to convert more (higher %) of our
prospects to clients and do so faster (reduce the sales cycle.)
❏ 1. Receive _________ leads a month from Area 2: PreSales and convert
_________ to closed sales.
❏ 2. Box 4: Ask Key Questions  Complete _______ 30 minute Strategy Sessions
a month.
❏ 3. Box 8: Master “Present Solutions”  Assist each team member learn how to
close sales / opportunities.
❏ 4. Box 13: Why Prospects Are Lost  Assist each team member compile a list
of objections they are receiving and how to build a system to prevent those
objections from coming up in the first place and how to overcome them when
they do come up.
❏ 5.
There are five major types of selling. As we all, as a Success Circle of 12, mastermind
group, move together as “A Power Of One” Natural Law, we’ll see how everything that
we all do does interconnect with the high levels / forms of selling.

1. Product / Service Selling
2. Consultative Selling
3. Triangulation Selling
4. Insight Selling
5. Vision Selling
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Role #9  Area 4: Servicing

(

)

Online Course  www.DNAforSuccess.com/solutions/530gridplus/#area4

Based on “The Cluster Principle” we know that individuals will often know between 3
and 9 others who have similar interests and needs. Hmmm, what can we do together to
help create such an amazing experience that everyone of our clients, donors, referral
partners and everyone we know gains so much value from our connection, that they
refer everyone they know to us.
❏ 1. Review with each team member what they have in this area.
❏ 2. How do we all come together and potentially introduce one another to all our
current clients?
❏ 3. Box 12: Feed Successes into ALL 5 areas  Work with all five areas and
specific boxes to to develop system for “The Magic Seed System.”
❏ 4.
❏ 5.
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Role #10  Area 5: Client For Life

(

)

Online Course  www.DNAforSuccess.com/solutions/530gridplus/#area5

Tom Kunz shared that he felt that Area 5: Client For Life is really “The second sales
force.” It’s when we give our clients / those we serve something far more than they ever
expected. When we do this successfully they start sharing us with everyone they know
in all their sphere’s of influence. The average person on the street knows 250 people.
The average business owner or community leader will know over 5,500 people. The
bottom line is that we’ll lose millions if we do not have a rock solid system in this area.
❏ 1. Review with each team member what they have in this area.
❏ 2. How do we all come together and potentially introduce one another to all our
past clients?
❏ 3. How do we get a system in place where this runs without us?
❏ 4.
❏ 5.
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Role #11  GT’ing IT

(

)

Online Course 
The Golden Triangle or GTing IT
refers to the six boxes in the
upper left side of The 5/30 Grid.
Any project, any group of people,
anything having to do with
generating
more
money,
donations or contributions AND /
OR raising awareness, increase
volunteers or really anything
having to do with money or
human beings, GTing IT will
increase both.
One would think that it would
be fairly easy to pull off a
GTing IT if you had others who
could do all the Marking and
the PreSales and The Sales .
. . but it still is challenging to
do.
It seems that there needs to be
someone like a conductor who
understands the deep inner
workings of not only The 5/30
Grid (DNA for BUSINESS) but also the DNA for PEOPLE and the DNA for LIFE.
When we understand the deep workings for all three DNA’s and how they ALL must
come together in almost a magical fashion, that is when the magic of GTing IT is most
effective.

> www.TheVisionProject.net/LP_GTit.htm <
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

1. Get to know all those who are leading each area required for GTing IT.
2. Find a project that GTing IT can be completed.
3. Get everyone working “Power Of One” on multiple GT projects.
4.
5.
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Role #12  Director Of Partnerships

(

)

Online Course  www.DNAforSuccess.com/solutions/profitablepartnerships

Every successful partnership will produce MANY other successful partnerships. This
individual should be in pursuit of these partnerships, SEE the opportunities, THINK
through how they can be best implemented and them and assist everyone DO, to take
action in following through and then to track BIG Picture of how those partnerships are
going and how their efforts and connections are potentially bringing back value to the
original “parent” partnership.
White Paper  www.DNAforLifelaws.com/coolfreestuff/profitablepartnerships
❏ 1. Have all team members fill out “Key people of influence / affluence” in The
Vision Profile and determine how to proceed.
❏ 2. Assist each team member identify as many partnership opportunities as
possible.
❏ 3. Assist each team member determine best partnership to pursue.
❏
TIP: Often it’s bringing others into this partnership as a Level 2 where they
experience first hand what a successful partnership looks like, but it could be
anything. Up to each individual team member.
❏ 4.
❏ 5.
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The Founder

(Mark Boersma)

Mark’s Bio / Information  www.DNAforSuccess.com/mastermindprofiles/markboersma
This role is like the role of a grandfather. They started everything and don’t really have
any specific role but is the “wise one” behind the scenes. They’ve seen whatever
success in life they have or have not, are far more accepting of “things are as they are”
can often see things that no one else can and can save the team a great deal of grief . .
. if they are listened to.
The Asian Cultures do a far better job in understanding, honoring and leveraging this
role than the most other cultures. The United States is probably the worst in the world
in this area.
Do not underestimate the value and power of this role. The grandparent can see things
that the parent and child can not see. A true founder does not want credit or recognition
for their work and contribution. They desire to be behind the scenes and desire that
others gain the credit / recognition.
This does not mean that you do not give the founder credit / recognition though. When
we give the founder recognition it’s not for their benefit but for the upcoming next
generation to realize that they have much of what they have due to sacrifices made by
others who have gone before them. The power of the founder rests in many things.
They often have a very large network of individuals and a great deal of influence.
Often they will share “little” things that may not seem to be a big deal, but probably is. It
is wise to listen deeply and carefully to The Founder. The Founder probably has held
every role in the partnership. Don’t ever think that The Founder ever feels “They know it
all or you have to think like they do.” or if you do think that, probably good not voice that
as it will reflect your heart far more than their own.
There is a very good chance that they know how you’re thinking already and working to
help you to learn to think a different way. They are not saying the new way is better or
even that the new way of thinking is “their way” what they are seeking to learn to do is
helping each member to vaporize their own “way of thinking” their own “idols.” The
Founder doesn’t commit to a group, because the founder started the group, so trust us,
they are far more committed to the success of the group than any of the members.
This is something that is probably impossible to understand until you become a founder
yourself. DO NOT think, that you know what the founder is thinking. Always ask
“Hmmm, I wonder what you are thinking _________.” It’s a position of honor you give to
the founder and a position of humility you take. It’s not for their benefit but for yours.
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It is probably extremely obvious that there have been many individuals and organizations which
have invested a large amount of time and money into building this system and all the supporting
resources. We encourage everyone in the Success Circle of 12 to be generous.
When we give a

Pay It Forward contribution we see our gift at work in the lives of

others AND we gain as much or even more than we give. You are invited to give at any level you
are willing and able to do. Just like with any organization or company there are monthly needs.
By giving monthly you will receive benefit monthly and will also help others to benefit each and
every month as a result of your generously. A one time gift or monthly gift can be given through
the following website:

www.DNAforLifeLaws.com/about

Thank You For Your Generous Contribution
Level 1: Bronze Gift Plan: $ 50 / month
●
●
●

Personal call once a month to assist you individually with your biggest challenge / goals.
Weekly reminder email with tips, insights and success stories.
Quarterly life goal setting and alignment.

Level 2: Silver Gift Plan: $ 100 / month
●
●
●
●

Personal call weekly to assist with your biggest challenge / goals.
Weekly reminder email with tips, insights and success stories.
Assistance in discovering your life vision and living it daily.
Quarterly life goal setting and alignment.

Level 3: Gold Gift Plan: $ 395 / month
●
●
●

Everything included in the Level 2 plan for you and two friends . . . PLUS . . .
Weekly mastermind call for you and your friends to attend.
Integration of your passion circle / Life Vision with two friends.

Level 4: Platinum Gift Plan: $ 1,000 / month
●
●
●
●
●
●

Everything included in the Level 3 plan for you and group of friends .. . PLUS . . .
Group of friends, peers, coworkers connecting based on frequency & life passions
Assistance to start a CET  Community Empowerment Team . . .
or . . . Coffee Connection
or . . . Assistance in developing a Success Circle of 12 mastermind group
Support in developing a BOS  Business Operating System to do something amazing
within your group and/or community.

Any child under the age of 18 is partnered with a mentor and parents / guardian are invited to
participate in any connection with any group / individual being worked on. If there is one on one
interaction with a student under the age of 18 a background check may be required. You will be
matched with individual(s) who have been trained, certified and have been mentored to assist you
in best achieving your goals.
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PHASE III  Review
As a group we will meet once a week for 30 minutes at a minimum to make sure we are
all moving forward to achieve our individual goals and our mutual goals.
There will be quarterly reviews which will be 60 minutes. Each team will have 10
minutes to review over their actions and results as it relates back into their Driving Force
/ Future Picture and the new goals for the next quarter. The final 20 minutes will be
talking about how to better connect all our goals together for the mutual benefit of the
entire team.
Each individual on each team is responsible for making sure that their own personal /
professional goals are connected into their teams goals and the overall goals as a
group.
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Q&A
1. Question: What if I have a question that may cause
others to be upset?
Answer  Ask it . . . and then be ready to potentially be upset yourself. Often when
we asked questions we’re not asking a question out of learning we’re asking a question
out of judging. We often think we’re smarter than others and the question or “big pilling
of the data” is meant to reveal how much we know . . . when in fact we may think others
aren’t so smart, when really we aren’t so smart. When we think others are
manipulative, we are the one’s who are manipulative. When we think others are mean,
harsh and/or uncaring we are often the one’s
The Grandpa Boersma Principle states . . . “When someone shares something to
us, there is 1% to 99% truth to what they share. It’s our responsibility, to discern,
what % of what others share is true.” If the grandson who was 8 years old could
figure this out after only being told once, it would seem that most adults could process
this as well. Often not, it seems.
This natural law combined with the Mirror Principle which states . . . “We can’t see
something in others unless there is some % of what we see in ourselves.”
The more we get upset about something someone shares with us, probably, they more
truth there is that we are resisting. Yes, questions are so very powerful and often will
disrupt things. At times, a question will go so deep, and people will get hurt, angry,
upset or any other number of emotions . . . so much so . . . it may actually cause some
number of the group to be blown apart.
If the group has made a six month commitment and each individual has integrity then
the group will stick together and hammer things out. If anyone of the members in the
group does not have integrity then the group will have to move back to Stage 1:
Forming. This is where it gets tough because then does the whole group have to
recommit to another six months, starting over all due to one person not having integrity?
Do members of the group have the option to discontinue and be freed of their
commitment?
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2. Question: How does one know how quickly to “get to
the point” and ask the hard questions?
Answer  Great question! That is something we don’t actually know precisely.
Hmmm, probably it depends how strong the group is which consists of each member of
the group being strong. What’s hard is that often people who think they are strong or
seem / present themselves as strong, experienced and knowledgeable . . . often are not
so much.
If someone isn’t use to being confronted with things or the hard questions being asked,
this can present a big challenge for the group. The more unaware someone is that
harder it is to help this person see things. The older, age wise and/or the more
educated someone is, the more successful someone is and often the longer someone
has been a leader . . . often the less coachable / open to input they are.

3. Question: It seems like I / others in the group are
having a challenge with communications. What do we
do, how do we best handle this?
Answer  Clear communications is very hard work on everyone’s part, in large part
due to the many different frequencies members could have. In Personality Masteries,
we learn that there are 65,536 possible combinations. That’s a lot of possible ways to
communicate.
Recommended Reading: Clear Communications white paper  (Time to read: 20 min.)
> www.dnaforlifelaws.com/coolfreestuff/communication
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4. Question: What if I believe another member is lazy,
sloppy, undisciplined and/or pathetic?
Answer  Yep, that’s a tough question. Understanding the frequency of people will
help a great deal. There are many areas of laziness and each frequency tends to work
very hard in their own area of interests / gifts and be lazy in maybe things they don’t
value and/or aren’t so good at naturally.
In an ideal world everyone will have gone through the seven lessons from the Success
Circle of lazy people mastermind group and even better participate in that group.
Ideally every member is strong enough and have deeply internalized The Grandpa
Boersma Question #1 and will accept that some part of what you are sharing is true and
discover that and you are strong enough to apply the mirror principle (Questions #1) to
yourself to discover what part of where we are the same.
Ideally we are able to be direct and to the point and do so immediately.
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5. Question: What if I get hurt, angry or upset with
someone else in the group?
Answer  What the following short Natural Law video and the work with the individual
who has hurt you one on one. If that doesn’t work, then bring a couple of others with
you into the conversation, if that doesn’t work then bring it before the whole group.
> www.dnaforlifelaws.com/careersuccess/#et_pb_accordion_item_7
Some people will think of themselves as “I am sensitive.” Often what that really means
is that, that person is sensitive to their own hurt / feelings and the hurts of others around
them who have the same sensitivities they do.
It’s important to realize that people don’t go around purposely hurting people so if we
hurt someone else, probably not the smartest thing to say “I didn’t mean to hurt you.”
The reason this isn’t smart is that the person probably doesn’t think you purposely hurt
them and that is statement “I didn’t mean to hurt you.” often is a reflex response from
someone who does a lot of hurting of people.
The person who says this often has learned that’s the fastest way to “get out of hurting
others.” Another thing that is important to remember is that people feel their own pain
more than the pain of others. What this means is that we often have hurt others, said
something that was hurtful, uncaring, without thought . . . etc. and they respond to us in
an accelerated / magnified manner and we get hurt.
Because we are often selfish, self centered and unaware we don’t realize we’re the one
that actually triggered it in the first place. Be prepared to have whatever we were hurt
about we did the same very thing to someone else, they “let it go” or just “gave us back
some of our own medicine.”
If we want people to be sensitive to us, probably a good idea for us to be sensitive to
others. If we want people to think about what they say to us, then probably a good idea
to think about what we say to others.
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6. Question: What if I think that someone is being
disrespectful, inconsiderate, rude, unprofessional,
inconsiderate of people, belittling, bullying, or any type of
verbal unprofessionalism? What do I do?
Thoughts  Do you notice that there isn’t an “Answer” for this question as there have
been in the past? There are only thoughts. :) Why? Well often you have a pretty
good idea of what frequency / personality type will be making these observations. It’s
most often the Level 1: Frequency / Amiable personality.
This frequency level is very quick to see all the above slights against them and “their
frequency” but is not so quick to see the slights they and this frequency level have made
against others. For example the Level 1: Frequency often does not follow through with
tasks well. This would be very disrespectful, inconsiderate, rude . . .
The Level 1 has great intentions but has challenges with follow through and comes up
with a lot of “good reasons” in their own mind as to why they should be given grace. A
Level 4 could make a strong argument that all they use is words to help people see the
truth while the Level 1 is actually doing far more damage because when tasks are done,
when things don’t get followed through well then people get hurt.
When the Frequency 4 hears these things the Level 4 frequency will often tell it like they
see it. This causes the Level 1 frequency to say “You are being . . .” when in fact you
could make a very strong argument, or at least the Level 4 frequency which also has a
very strong Level 2 as a secondary that it’s actually the person who is accusing others
of being all the above . . . that they are the one’s who really was this in the first place.
The Level 1 frequency will often say “I did mean to do that.” which somehow in their
own Level 1 frequency mind causes them to think they should get a “get out of jail free”
card. Often this works for the Level 1 frequency for some period of time in life which is
why the continue this approach.
If for example, :) you had someone who was a (4312) (4231) (8543) that person will be
best in Stage 4 and Stage 1 but weakest in Stages 2 and 3. This is a very advanced
concept and much study of the BOS is required for this.
Often when the Level 1 frequency / Amiable gets hurt and if they have strong Level 3
and some Level 4 then they may move into passive / aggressive energy. Now . . .
passive / aggressive get a bad rap by people who are lazy (a level 4 will call someone
lazy to help them to grow and not hurt the team whereas a level 1 will call that belittling)
but passive / aggressive is actually a great technique. Go passive and if that doesn’t
work then bring out the dynamite if needed to accomplish a goal.
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The level 1 frequency will also often “go dark” meaning they will not show up for things
they said they would do and / or reduce communications or stop them entirely. Now the
Level 4 Frequency will consider the behavior of the Level 1 to be disrespectful,
inconsiderate, rude, unprofessional, inconsiderate of people, belittling, bullying, or any
type of verbal unprofessionalism?
When the Level 4 brings this up the Level 1 will say they didn’t mean to do it or even
apologize, but maybe not mean it or it won’t at least change their future behavior. The
Level 3 will often create a ton of drama to create a distraction and try to flip it back over
the person they hurt and make it look like they are the one’s which has been harmed
when the Level 4 and 2 could come up with a great deal of data to maybe prove
otherwise.
NOTE: This does not mean that that Level 4 and 2 are right it just means they have
enough data to make it look like they are right. This obviously ticks of the Level 1 and 3
frequency a lot as they “know” they are right and will share their perspective with people
and since they are fun to be around and “nice” to everyone people will tend to jump on
the bandwagon. The Level 1 and 3 feel like they have been vindicated because they
have lots of people who agree with them and the Level 4 and 2 will then leave the
group.
This creates much greater harmony and everyone will have respect,
consideration, be and play nice, people will be professional, uplifting, nurturing and nice
words will be used and shared . . . and the goal will not be met.
The Level 1 and 3 will actually feel great about themselves as they are helping a few
people so they are hitting their goals, or what they think their goals are of helping people
and maybe not be aware of the idolatry of their own hearts in that maybe their hearts
aren’t as pure as they think they are and maybe . . . just maybe . . . they aren’t as
giving, loving, generous and kind as they think they are . . . maybe they aren’t doing it
for others but are actually very selfish?
The good news or bad, depending how you look at it, is that the there aren’t any Level 4
Frequencies left to challenge anyone so everyone feels good about themselves . . . and
to a Level 4 frequency, it seems to them, that hmmmm, I guess that’s what it’s all about.
Making people feel good.
Now . . . if you have a Founder who is a (1243) (2143) (3386) the founders and that
found, let’s say invested two very painful years of their lives being a Level 1 frequency
and three even more painful years of their lives being a Level 3 frequency then that
person may move into a Level 1 frequency and could, in theory be even more passive
aggressive that someone who maybe was born with that skill?
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Founder:
Member:
Combined:

(1243) (2143)
(4312) (4231)
(5555) (6374)

(3386)
(8543)
(11,8,12,9)

If you combine these two individuals together you get a (5555) (6374) for a two person
combined of (11,8,12,9) which is very close to a “perfect match” of a two person
combined of (10,10,10,10). :)
When we say “perfect match” what we mean is that if their energy, frequencies,
personalities . . . IF . . . you can use the gifts / energies / frequencies properly. Now this
is a huge IF. Often the Level 1, 2 and 3 frequencies sense at a deep core level they
know they need the Level 4 for some period of time so they use them until they don’t
think they need them and then they discard them or kill them.
Now . . . A Founder who has decades of experiences, probably gets this which is why
they aren’t a part of any one team but the founder of many teams / groups. Their heart
tends to be very large, kind of like a grandfather and seeking to lift a lot of other people
up not to be lifted up themselves.
If the founder has invested decades of their lives into the DNA for PEOPLE and DNA for
LIFE they are often SEERS and DELTA’S. They realize they don’t know everything but
it would probably be good for the group and individuals to know that there is a very good
chance that they will see far more than individuals in the group and maybe even the
group overall.
The better the systems the faster the group will grow to maturity. This does bring on the
teenage moment faster which is kind of a pain “People are overconfident in things they
should be underconfident in and they are underconfident in things they should be
overconfident in.
Often the group will think that the founder “needs the group” but what they don’t realize
is that a founder can start any group and every group had a founder to start with. A
smart founder will seek to build up other founders so they have peers and to reach 7+
billion people, it’s good to have as many founders as you can.
As you can probably see, there is nothing in the world that comes anything close to
DNA for PEOPLE. Learn this and ideally you will prevent things blowing up. At a
minimum we can quickly see deep down what’s happening and why and how to
hopefully quickly heal and get back to the Stage 3: Norming and then Stage 4:
Performing. :)
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6. Question: What if I believe that my partners are self
centered, focused largely on themselves and not doing
triangulation selling?
Thoughts  This is a tough one . . . Without question, always seek to look inside and
seek the % of the truth as to we are doing that ourselves. It is natural for human beings
to be selfish and think of ourselves and not others. We often are selfish and don’t even
know it. We often think we’re being generous and still being selfish.
In an ideal world, multiple people would SEE this and than SAY something but that often
will not be the case. Often Level 1 and 2 Frequencies are the most selfish but do it in
such a way that people might not even see it. Often Level 1 and 2 Frequencies may
see someone else being selfish but won’t say something and wait for the Level 3 and 4
frequencies to say something.
The Level 3 Frequency will often be a tad more narcissistic and say something and/or
draw attention to themselves to lift themselves up as they are natural promoters. The
Level 4: Frequency tends to be the best at seeing the BIG Picture and doesn’t care
about credit (Level 3), doesn’t care if done properly (Level 2) and doesn’t care if people
are happy with them (Level 1). The Level 4 cares about the goal being achieved.
WARNING: Often the Founder won’t look out for themselves and often others don’t
either. Remember the Founder was born a founder, but developed into one. At some
point in their lives they watched the back of others which is what put them into a position
of being a founder. The true Founder, the seasoned Founder will have many groups
going and are watching very closely for how is the most selfless, aware and intentional
and that is who they will invest more and more resources into developing. The Founder
again, is kind of like the Grandfather who may not say much, but sees a great deal.
AWARENESS: Founders often wonder if people are really unaware or if they just
pretend to be that way. It serves people very well in the short term to be selfish and
unaware. Again in the short term! If one continues to be aware, where they seem to
have a pattern of this where they are selfish, not putting others above themselves, not
doing triangulation selling . . . the founder may “move on” . . . even without saying
anything.
A great white paper to read is “Being The Best Student In the World . . . In Everything!”
Once you read the white paper then order the ebook and read / study and implement
that. The challenge most people have is that , , , hmnnnm, maybe their life vision still is
all about them and not about others? www.dnaforlifelaws.com/coolfreestuff
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7. Question: People are still not engaged or active.
What’s up?
Thoughts  Great question! It’s weird how weak and unaware people are. Maybe
just replace them. Seems harsh but it’s strange how weak people are and the weakest,
seem to be the most lazy, self absorbed and unaware.
They consume, let’s say 100 lbs of energy from others and then give back 1 lb of energy
and then create a ton of drama and lifting up the 1 lb of energy and how much they are
giving.
Jack Welch, past CEO of GE had a requirement that every division would get rid of the
bottom 10% of their employees, regardless of if all those employees were performing
great or not. People thought that, that was harsh or mean and not fair, but didn’t realize
what that did for the 90%.
Hmmmm, maybe choose the weakest, like in the jungle, allow that person to be “eaten”
or vaporized for all to see. Interesting . . . glad we’re just thinking here. If you hate this
thought, then share your own thoughts and don’t be lazy. Do you really care for people?
Are you really open minded?
You might say “I wouldn’t want to be a part of any group or organization which had that
type of a mindset.” :) Hmmm, you probably are a lower level frequency and should
probably then be that lion who is in the zoo rather than out in the wild. Nothing wrong
with being in the zoo of course. People get to see you, admire you. You get fed and
cared for every day and will probably die of old age. Again nothing wrong with that . . .
all you have to do is give up your freedom.
If that is who you are, then again, no judgement from others and just accept that you are
that type of person. Good to realize that you are a slave though, you are in captivity,
you enjoy it, benefit from it and should not try to escape to gain your freedom, because
if you do, you’ll probably die, you’ll get eaten in the wild.
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